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Information chunking and short- term retention

Loading... This article is about blocks as a memory job. For chunking as a method of solving partitioning, see Chunking (partitioning). This article contains a list of generic references, but remains largely unverified because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline citations. Please help improve this article by introducing more accurate quotes. (October 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message) In cognitive psychology, chunking is a process in which individual pieces of an information set are divided and then grouped into a meaningful whole. [1] The pieces by which the information is grouped are intended to improve short-term material retention, thereby bypassing the limited working memory capacity. [2] [3] Chunk is a collection of basic known units that have been grouped and stored in
a person's memory. These blocks are able to gain more easily thanks to their coherent knowledge. [4] It is believed that individuals create higher cognitive representations of items within a block. Items are easier to remember as a group than as individual items themselves. These blocks can be very subjective because they rely on individual perceptions and past experiences that are able to be associated
with an information set. The size of blocks generally ranges from two to six items, but often varies depending on language and culture. According to Johnson (1970), there are four main concepts associated with the process of memory blocks: block, memory code, decoding, and transcode. [5] The piece, as mentioned earlier, is a sequence of information that can be recalled, which may consist of adjacent
terms. These items or sets of information should be stored in the same memory code. The transcoding process is where a person learns code for a block and decoding it when translating code into the information it represents. The phenomenon of blocks as a memory mechanism is easily observed in the way individuals group numbers, and information, in everyday life. For example, when you invoke a
number, such as 12101946, if the numbers are grouped as 12, 10, and 1946, a symbolic widget is created for that number as day, month, and year. It will be saved as December 10, 1946 instead of a string of numbers. Similarly, another illustration of the limited working memory capacity, as George Miller suggests, can be seen from the following example: When invoking a mobile phone number such as
9849523450, we could divide it into 98,495,234 50. Instead of remembering the 10 separate digits that are seven plus-or-minus two behind the memory range, we remember four groups of numbers. [6] Modal effect Modal effect is present in chunking. This means that the mechanism used to pass the list of items to each affects how much chunking occurs. Experimentally, auditory presentation was found to
lead to more groupings in individual responses visual presentation. Previous literature, such as magic number seven, plus or minus two: Some limits of our information processing capacity (1956) showed that the likelihood of downloading information is greater when a chunking strategy is used. [6] As mentioned above, the grouping of responses occurs in the fact that individuals categorize them according
to their inter kinship based on semantic and percussive characteristics. Lindley (1966) showed that because manufactured groups are important to the participant, this strategy makes it easier for individuals to recall and maintain information in memory during studies and testing. [7] Therefore, when chunking is used as a strategy, a higher proportion of correct downloads can be expected. Memory training
systems, mnemonics Various types of memory training systems and mnemonics include training and exercises in specially designed transcoding schemes or blocks. [8] Such systems existed before Miller's book, but there was no suitable term for describing a general strategy or substantial and reliable research. The term chunking is now often used in reference to these systems. To illustrate, alzheimer's
patients usually experience working memory deficits; Chunking is an effective method to improve the performance of patients' verbal working memory. [9] Channel capacity,Magic number seven,Increase short-term memory Main article: Magic number seven, plus or minus two The word chunking comes from the famous 1956 paper George A. Miller, Magic Number Seven, plus or minus two: Some limits on
our capacity to process information. [10] At a time when information theory was being applied in psychology, Miller noted that some human cognitive tasks correspond to a channel capacity model characterized by roughly constant capacity in bits, but short-term memory did not. Various studies could be summarized by the fact that short-term memory had a capacity of about seven plus-or-minus two pieces.
Miller (1956) wrote: For binary items, the range is about nine, and although it drops to about five with monosyllamatic English words, the difference is much smaller than the constant information hypothesis would require (see also memory span). The instantaneous memory span seems almost independent of the number of bits per piece, at least to the extent that has been studied so far. Miller admitted that
we're not very definitive about what constitutes a piece of information. [6] Miller (1956) noted that according to this theory, it should be possible to increase short-term memory for items with low information by mentally transcoding them into fewer items with a high content of information. He imagined that this process was useful in scenarios such as a person just starting to learn radiotelegraphic code,
hearing each dit and dah as a separate piece. Soon he is able to organize these sounds into letters and then he can with letters as pieces. Then the letters are arranged as words that are even bigger pieces, and he begins to hear the whole phrase. This means that the telegrapher can effectively remember several dozen dits and dahs as one phrase. Naïve subjects remember a maximum of nine binary
items, but Miller reports a 1954 experiment in which people were trained to listen to a string of binary digits and (in one case) mentally group them into groups of five, transcode each group into a name (for example, twenty-one for 10101), and remember names. With sufficient drill, people have found that it is possible to remember up to forty binary digits. Miller wrote: It's a bit dramatic to watch a person get
40 binary digits in a row and then repeat them back without error. However, if you think of it only as a mnemonic trick to expand the memory range, you will miss a more important point that is implicit in almost all such mnemonics. The point is, transcoding is an extremely powerful weapon to increase the amount of information we can deal with. [6] Expertise and qualified memory effects Studies have shown
that people have better memories when trying to remember items they are familiar with. Similarly, people tend to create pieces with which they are familiar. This knowledge allows them to memorize more individual pieces of content and also more pieces as a whole. One well-known chunking study was conducted by Chase and Ericsson, who worked with a college student, SF, for more than two years. [11]
They wanted to see if the margin of digits with practice could be improved. SF began the experiment with a normal span of 7 digits. SF was a long-distance runner, and chunking a string of digits into the race times increased its number of digit spans. At the end of the experiment, its number of digits grew to 80 numbers. A later description of the research in the Brain-Targeted Teaching Model for the 21st
Century School (2012) states that SF later expanded its strategy by incorporating age and age, but its pieces were always known, thus allowing it to be remembered to remember the pieces more easily. [12] It is important to note that a person who does not have knowledge of the field (e.g. familiar with mile/marathon times) would have difficulty chunking with race times and would eventually not be able to
remember as many numbers using this method. Chunking in Chunking motor learning as a learning method can be used in many contexts, and is not limited to learning verbal material. [13] In his classic book on serial order, Karl Lashley argued that successive reactions, which seem to be organized in a linear and flat manner, obscured the basic hierarchical structure. [14] This was then demonstrated in the
Rosenbaum et al engine control. [15] Sequences may therefore consist of partial sequences and may consist of partial sequences. Hierarchical representations of sequences have an advantage over linear Combine effective local actions at low hierarchical levels while maintaining overall structure management. While the representation of a linear sequence is simple from a storage perspective, potential
problems may occur when loading. For example, if there is a break in the sequence string, subsequent elements become inaccessible. On the other hand, a hierarchical representation would have multiple levels of representation. Breaking the binding between lower-level nodes does not cause any part of the sequence to be accessible because higher-level control nodes (block nodes) could still facilitate
access to lower-level nodes. Pieces in motor learning are identified by pauses between subsequent events in Terrace (2001). [16] It is also proposed that participants download list items as blocks during the sequential performance phase (after learning). He also argued for an operational definition of pieces suggesting a difference between concepts of input and output pieces from short- and long-term
memory ideas. Input blocks reflect working memory constraints during encoding of new information (how new information is stored in long-term memory) and how it is loaded during subsequent invocation. The output blocks reflect the organization of re-trained motor programs that are generated online in working memory. Sakai et al. (2003) showed that participants spontaneously organized the sequence
into several pieces in several sets, and that these pieces were different among the participants tested in the same order. [17] They also demonstrated that the performance of the mixed sequence was poorer when the patterns of the pieces were disturbed than when the patterns of the blocks were preserved. It seems that the block patterns also depend on the effectors used. Chunking as learning long-term
memory structures This use comes from Miller's (1956) idea of chunking as a grouping, but the emphasis is now on long-term memory rather than just short-term memory. A block can then be defined as a collection of elements that have a strong association with each other, but a weak association with elements within other blocks. [18] Chase and Simon (1973) and later Gobet, Retschitzki and de Voogt
(2004) showed that chunking could explain several phenomenones associated with expertise in chess. [18] [19] After briefly displaying the pieces on the board, experienced chess players were able to encode and summon much larger pieces than novice chess players. However, this effect is mediated by a special knowledge of the rules of chess; when the songs were distributed randomly (including
scenarios that were not common or allowed in real games), the difference in block size between experienced and novice chess players was significantly reduced. With this idea, several successful computational models of learning and expertise have been developed, such as EPAM (Elementary Perceiver and Memorizer) and CHREST (Chunk Hierarchy and structures). Chunking was also used with
language learning models. [20] See also the Portal Philosophy Psychology Portal Chunking in Obtaining Language Conceptual Graph Flow (Psychology) Forgetting Curve Generalization (Learning) Representation of Knowledge and Reasoning Memory Coding Merge (Linguistics) Method loci Mnemonic Sequence Learning Links Notes ^ Memory Loss and Gains of Older Adults (PDF). ^ APA Dictionary of
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